In the News – ARCHIVE

Dr. Radha Rajasingham is mentioned in AllAfrica.com's article Africa: In Focus - Global Strategy to End Cryptococcal Meningitis in People Living With HIV

Dr. David Boulware talks about the drug trial that could actually produce covid treatments on Wired.com

Dr. Tim Schacker spoke with KARE 11 about the future of mRNA vaccines, which could possibly be used in preventing the flu and diseases like HIV.

Dr. David Boulware discusses with Wired about the use of masks for vaccinated individuals.

Dr. David Boulware is mentioned in The Epoch Times - CDC: Fully Vaccinated People Don't Have to Wear Masks Inside.

Dr. Susan Kline discusses with Kare 11 the effectiveness of the Covid-19 vaccine in organ transplant patients.

Dr. Tim Schacker was interviewed by the Los Angeles Times about the global race between vaccinations and new COVID-19 variants.

Dr. Tim Schacker was interviewed by Medscape on the recommended pause in administering the J&J COVID-19 vaccine. Watch now.

Dr. Susan Kline was honored in "Health Care Heroes" by Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal, in the Category: Medical Researcher. This award honors a physician-scientist or research scientist working in the Twin Cities and making great strides within his or her research specialty. Read More

Dr. David Boulware was interviewed by Kaiser Health News about his involvement in a nationwide COVID-19 clinical trial of fluvoxamine. Read Story

For Better Science article "Die with a smile: antidepressants against COVID-19" quotes Dr. David Boulware, discussing Fluvoxamine. Read Story

Dr. David Boulware was quoted by the Associated Press about how it is unlikely for someone to get sick enough to die within four days of exposure to COVID-19. Read Article

Kare 11 News, interviews Dr. David Boulware about the Fluvoxamine at home trial. Read Article

Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses variant outbreaks with Kare 11. Read Article

Dr. Tim Schacker answers some questions about the Covid vaccine in an interview with Kare 11 News. Watch Here

Dr. David Boulware's Fluvoxamine trial is mentioned in Newsweek's article What Is Fluvoxamine? OCD Drug Could Be Used to Treat COVID. Read Article
Dr. Tim Schacker was interviewed by the Wall Street Journal about the possibility that a plateau in COVID-19 infections could lead to another surge. Read Article

Dr. Susan Kline is featured in Minnesota Medical Magazine’s article WHAT’S NEXT IN COVID VACCINE? Research at University of Minnesota looks for new ways to fight the virus. Read Publication

Dr. David Boulware discusses Covid Case levels in the Star Tribune article Minnesota’s COVID cases are down, but for how long? Read Article

Dr. David Boulware, MD, MPH is interviewed on CNN with Sanjay Gupta, MD on a promising drug Fluvoxamine in preventing symptoms of COVID-19, Watch “Everything old is new again: Repurposing drugs to treat Covid-19”

Dr. David Boulware is quoted in the Associated Press about the lack of scientific evidence behind a “miracle” treatment touted by Venezuela’s president. Read Article

Dr. Susan Kline shares with the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel her take on “International team of scientists identifies new treatment for COVID-19 that appears to be far more effective than drugs in use now” Read Article

Dr. Susan Kline interviewed on Fox 9 News, "University of Minnesota seeks volunteers for COVID-19 vaccine trial". Watch Interview

Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses COVID Vaccine developments at the University of Minnesota. Watch Here

University of Minnesota establishes the National Resource Center for Refugees, Immigrants and Migrants. Lead by Dr. William Stauffer (Infectious Diseases) and co-lead by Dr. Shailey Prasad (Family Medicine) to address worsening health disparities in RIM populations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Read Feature • Read Sahan Journal

Dr. David Boulware interviews with ABC Popular antidepressant shows promise as COVID-19 treatment. View Feature

Dr. Radha Rajasingham: University of Minnesota Trial Shows Hydroxychloroquine Does Not Prevent COVID-19 in High-Risk Health Care Workers. Read Feature

Dr. Susan Kline, Using Science to Find Solutions. Read Feature

2020 Top Doctors: Minnesota Monthly honors Dr. Winston Cavert, Dr. Susan Kline, Dr. Meghan Rothenberber and Dr. Jo-Anne Young

Christen Ebens, MD, MPH, in the Department of Pediatrics, and Meghan Rothenberger, MD, in the Department of Medicine, co-lead the U of M site for an international study collecting samples from some of COVID-19’s most unexpected, yet sickest, patients. The research will determine if genetics plays a role in who falls ill with the disease. Read Story

Dr. Joshua Rhein discusses with Star Tribune, natural killer cells also have antiviral properties that could work against COVID-19. View Feature
COVID-19 and Dexamethasone A Potential Strategy to Avoid Steroid-Related Strongyloides Hyperinfection. Read Article, by Dr. William Stauffer, et. al.

A COVID-19 Vaccine Doesn’t Exist Yet. When Will We Get One? Listen to our own Timothy Schacker, MD, Vice Dean for Research discussing the quest for a COVID-19 vaccine on this NPR program. Read Story

Officials say COVID-19 antibody testing is crucial to reopening business — but what is it? Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses antibody testing. Read Story

How Many COVID-19 Patients Do Not Show Symptoms? Dr. Susan Kline discusses transmission of COVID in Asymptomatic patients. Read Article

Dr. Hart Featured: U Medical School Studying How to Protect Against Current, Future Strains of the Coronavirus

Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses the use of dexamethasone for COVID treatment in an article in Star Tribune UK study backs HCMC’s bullish use of dexamethasone for covid-19

Dr. David Boulware discusses his hydroxychloroquine study results in an article by US News
FDA pulls emergency approval of hydroxychloroquine for covid-19

Is Minnesosta experiencing a resurgence of covid-19 infections, after recent protests? Dr. Sarah Lofgren weighs in on Sirius XM Doctor Radio Reports. Listen to Clip

How reliable are covid-19 tests? Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses testing in an article by iNEWS

What do we know about asymptomatic transmission? Dr. Timothy Schacker is interviewed by Kare 11

Dr. Boulware’s hydroxychloroquine study results are discussed in Science Magazine
Three big studies dim hopes that hydroxychloroquine can treat or prevent COVID-19

What do the George Flyod autopsies show? Dr. Susan Kline is interviewed by MPR News. Listen to Recording

Regis works with infectious disease specialists at the University of Minnesota Medical School to enhance customer and stylist safety measures for salon operations Dr. Joshua Rhein and Dr. Mahsa Abassi provide safety recommendations for re-opening of Regis Salons
Officials say public compliance key as virus enters ‘volatile phase’ in Minnesota

Star Tribune discusses Dr. Susan Kline’s remdesivir study

Dr. Susan Kline is featured on the UMN Medical School website "Uses Research Network to Find Effective Treatments for COVID-19"

Medical School highlights Dr. Radha Rajasingham "Works to Help Frontline Workers During COVID-19"
Dr. Sarah Lofgren interviewed on Fox News "New trials underway to determine potential benefits of hydroxychloroquine"

On Channel 5 News, Dr. Radha Rajasingham discusses "Ups and downs of Hydroxychloroquine has slowed enrollment of U of M trials". Watch the video.

Dr. Radha Rajasingham featured on Facebook CNN Replay. Specialists say hydroxychloroquine should only be taken for Covid-19 in a trial setting.

MPR News discusses with Dr. Susan Kline some guidelines to follow with the loosening of COVID restrictions. Want to see friends and family, now that COVID-19 restrictions are loosening? Here’s what to consider.

Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses how the state has the capacity to test more people. Read the Star Tribune article: Health officials encourage more Minnesotans to seek testing for COVID-19

The Twin Cities Pioneer Press discusses Dr. Susan Kline’s Remdesivir study and secondary study, the combination of an anti-viral drug and anti-inflammatory Baricitinid to determine if it will improve lung-function. U of M physician at forefront of remdesivir trials test anti-inflammatory drug combo

Channel 5 News interviews Dr. Timothy Schacker on Gov. Walz goal to meet 20,000 testing per day. Watch video: University of Minnesota working to ramp up testing to meet Gov. Walz 20,000 test per day goal

Dr. Timothy Schacker discusses the importance of international collaboration in scientific advancement. Read article from the Minneapolis Star Tribune: Work with the world on vaccine development

Dr. Tim Schacker interviewed by NewsUS about COVID-19 testing. The article casts doubt that the U.S. will be able to succeed without federal coordination of state and private efforts No leadership and no plan: is Trump about to fail the US on coronavirus testing?

Listen to NPR 1A: Dr. Susan Kline - Remdesivir Clinical Trial and Should We Stay Polite, Even In A Pandemic?

Read Article: Dr. Susan Kline featured in Lake County News Chronicle: U of M doctor at forefront of COVID-19 trials

Read News Release: The Medical School highlights Dr. David Boulware for his contributions during the COVID-19 pandemic

Watch Video: Dr. Oz Speaks To Dr. David Boulware about whether Hydroxychloroquine could be used as a treatment for COVID-19

Watch Video: Drs. Bill Stauffer and Jon Hallberg, UMN Center for Global Health and Social Responsibility and famed cellist Yo-Yo Ma collaborated to create a video to celebrate healthcare first responders in our community and worldwide

ABC News: Dr. David Boulware interviewed on ABC News - WANTED: COVID-19 Volunteers for Hydroxychloroquine Clinical Trial

NBC News: NBC discusses with Dr. Tim Schacker, hydroxychloroquine clinical trial: Inside first clinical trial testing malaria drug as coronavirus treatment
Washington Post quotes Dr. Boulware in the published article: How false hope spread about hydroxychloroquine to treat covid-19 – and the consequences that followed

CBSN: What is Hydroxychloriquine? Interview with Dr. David Boulware

Fox 9 News: COVID-19 clinical trial launches at U of M; researchers hope to find new use for old malaria drug. Interview with Dr. Caleb Skipper

Independent: Coronavirus Scientists urge caution as they scramble to test Trump’s ‘game-changer’ cure ND Newscast: Dr. Caleb Skipper featured in local newscast